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project page: left column contains project 
details & attributes; right column contains 
navigation and window into map

map opens to take over the interface, 
centered on the project, it’s description 
window and related results. filters appear as 
active, hinting to user they can make 
changes to explore further.

as a result is engaged, the information in 
the description window changes to be 
specific to the particular result.

user opens attributes and deselects a few. 
after each deselection, the view adjusts to 
show all corresponding projects

user can engage with zoom to pull back and 
see more projects in the periphery or zoom in 
to focus on particular projects.

user rolls over location indicator and 
exposes mini-description. clicking on the 
indicator or title takes the user to the first 
view: close-up project/results

project page opens to provide full details.

user clicks on map window user  clicks on a result user changes selected attributes

user zooms outuser rolls over projectuser engages with projectuser click on ‘project details’

user chooses single country attribute
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IDB MAPS INTERACTION MODEL MOVING FROM A DESTINATION TO A CONTEXTUAL EXPERIENCE
as a contextual experience, the user engages the map from three distinct areas: the project, country and/or
sector pages. each page provides a window into the map that reflects the DNA of the page (i.e. sector page 
shows all projects of that sector within latin america).

the map is simplified to have three purposes: 1) present project results in context of one another 2) simplify 
the navigation and discovery of projects and 3) rely on project pages for detailed information.

+

user returns to project view, now with new 
project description and related results in 
view.

São Paulo, BRAZIL

Jatoba, BRAZIL

BRAZIL user reduces attribute selection to one, such 
as country (brazil). the view adjusts to show 
all corresponding projects


